General Terms and Conditions of Business for Contributions Submitted
by Authors
Hüthig GmbH uses and develops forms of publication for all modern
communications techniques, such as e-papers. This belongs to the core editorial
business of a trade publisher and is an essential means of securing the
competitive position and hence the future of Hüthig GmbH– and therefore also of
its authors.
We therefore wish to point out that on acceptance of an article or on payment of
a fee the following comprehensive and exclusive rights of use not subject to
limitations of geography, time, or content are granted to Hüthig: Print media
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rights , editing, alteration, and translation rights , rights of use for advertising
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purposes , rights of electronic/digital use , rights of database use , as well as the
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right to transfer the above-mentioned rights of use to third parties .
Explanation:
1

Print media rights: Hüthig GmbH is permitted to use the work in whole or in
part in material form at home and abroad in all print titles and print editions of
Hüthig GmbH & Co. KG as well as for or in print media of all kinds. The rights of
use in this context cover in particular the reproduction rights, distribution rights,
rental rights, lending rights, and archiving rights.
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Editing rights: The work may be translated into other languages, edited (e.g.
alteration of layout, final editing), and in particular may also be shortened.
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Rights of use for advertising: For (its own) advertising purposes, Hüthig
GmbH is permitted to print the work, to broadcast it on radio and on television,
to present it in on-line media, and to disseminate it in any other way.
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Rights of electronic/digital use: Hüthig GmbH is permitted to record the
work in digitised or non-digitised form, to combine it with other works and
contributions in databases, and to store it on all known storage media. Further,
the work may be utilised electronically in any form whatsoever, including
interactively (e.g. e-papers), reproduced on any data, graphics, or audio storage
media, e.g. CD-ROM, CD, and DVD, and marketed or disseminated
independently. In particular, use is permitted in online services (e.g. tele- and
media services), internet, film, radio, video, entry in and retrieval from
databases, telecommunications, cellular phone networks, broadband and data
networks, as well as for electronic press reviews, regardless of which technique is
used for transmission to mobile and stationary end devices.
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Database rights: The work may be digitised and, together with other material,
stored on all known storage media, edited, supplied with retrieval software, and
stored on any data storage media. These storage media may be reproduced in
any form. Further, it is also allowed to transfer the work and rights to third
parties by means of data transmission (by downloading) and to permit printingout of paper copies by end users.
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Rights of utilisation by third parties: Hüthig GmbH is granted the right to
transfer the above-mentioned rights of use to a third party and to authorise the
third party to transfer in turn these rights to other persons, where appropriate
with the provision that rights of utilisation can again be granted to third parties,
and so on. After publication of the article in the Hüthig journals, the author is
likewise free to grant rights of utilisation by third parties.
Of course you retain your moral rights, in particular your right to forbid
distortions, other impairment, or uses which may endanger your justified
intellectual and personal interests in the work.

